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Becoming aware of emotions in the body.

Practice of Silence
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Sessions 1-5: Focused on individual learning & challenges

Session 6-10: Group learning & working together
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So far we 
looked 
at...
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Each person learns 
differently. 

For learning to happen an adult 
needs to see the need and 
consciously experience all stages 
of learning.

Conscious learning is a practice of 
Action, Reflection & Silence.



Verbal or Visual?

Action first or Reflection first?

Whole first or Part first?

Do I have a practice of Silence?

Input

Processing

Integrating



1. What did you do?

2. What got created?

3. What did you do that worked 
and what were you being?

4. What did you do that did not 
work and what were you being?

5. What will you do differently?

Taking responsibility of 
your learning is the 

foundation of 
leadership.

Learning as a continuous practice, 
is enabled through 

feedback loops
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Agenda.

• Sharing our C5Q (what did we connect with last week & what got 
manifested)

• Understanding my nature (swabhav) through self and others.
• Exploring right work (swadharma), the relationship between work and those 

we serve, the value one can generate
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C5Q.
1. What did I do against what I commited?
2. What got created?
3. What did I do that work? What was I being that worked?
4. What did I do that did not work? What was I being that did 

not work?
5. What can I do differently?
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Part 1
Swabhav.
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We need more understanding of human 
nature, because the only danger that exists is 
man himself — he is the great danger, and 
we are pitifully unaware of it. We know 
nothing of man — far too little. 

- Carl Jung

.
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Take turns asking each other one 
question

“Who are you?” for 30 seconds. 

Pause and reflect.(Bell)
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Take turns to ask and share it with your partner.
A asks and B answers. (bell)

A asks again and listens.(bell)
A asks again and listens.(bell)

Now switch roles.
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Synthesis

What did you learn about yourself?

What does this game show about 
our identities?
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What is my nature?
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Process Oriented or Flexible?

Harmonious or Assertive?

Externally stimulated or Internally stimulated?

Explorer or Conventionalist?

Feeling or Thinking?
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What do others (my peers) think my 
nature is? 

Do you agree? 
What don’t you agree with?
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What are your blindspots? 
What areas do you hide behind facades?
How does it affect your work or relationships? 
How does it connect to your challenge?
What would you want to work towards?



The Johari lens - applying your insights in life

Blindspots - The aim is to reduce our blindspots. Taking feedback from peers and 
communicating ourselves well can help us become aware of our blindspots.

Facade - The aim is to reveal more of ourselves to others. We can reduce this 
area with time by being more open and honest about ourselves with our peers.

Arena - The aim is to widen the open area or the Arena. We can do this by 
becoming aware of our “blindspots” and making others aware of what is behind 
our “facade”.



Asking for feedback

Disclosing/giving 
feedback



It is alright that we are all different from each other, 
and we seek happiness in our own ways. 

Our personalities get shaped by our nature and how we are nurtured. 

This goes on to shape our beliefs about what is right and wrong for us (our value 
system). Others will thus have very different value systems.

We can be limited by our own (narrow) experiences of the world and people around 
us. 
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Becoming aware of oneself is key to grow 
and actualize one’s true potential. 

Doesn’t matter what nature we have

What matters is what do we do with it

• Reflect for self
• Get feedback from friends & family (as it is experiential)
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In Motivation and Personality (1954), 
Abraham Maslow states -

"What a man can be, he must be". Maslow's 
quote refers to self-actualization, which is the 
highest level or stage in his model of human 
motivation: the 'Hierarchy of Needs'.
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Indian model of “Personality” & actualizing 
oneself.

Sheaths according to the Upanishads, 
● ‘Annamaya’ (nourished by 

‘anna’/food),
● ‘Pranamaya’ (nourished by 

prana/bioenergy)
● ‘Manomaya’ (nourished by 

‘education),
● ‘Vijnanamaya’ (nourished by 

‘ego’),
● ‘Anandamaya’ (bliss sheath). 
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Part 2
Swadharma.
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Journaling.

Here and Now if my body could talk, it would say…

Here and Now I am feeling…

Here and Now the words I’d like to live by are…

Practice of Silence
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The best way to find yourself is to 
lose yourself in the service of 
others.

- M.K Gandhi
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In your group share 

What is the right work for me?

What is the criteria?
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How will I discover the same?
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What do I value?

What are my strengths?

What do others value (and 
are willing to pay for - 

with their time/money)?
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What do you get up for?
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_X7LQZXllUk


What is my Swadharma?
● When my actions and doing aligns with who I am or my being! (my 

Swabhav, strengths, passion, values, dreams), while being of value to 
others, I am following my swadharma

● Swadharma may or may not be connected with what others will pay 
money for 

● “Who I am” or discovering oneself starts with discovering one’s 
strengths and values, as well as one’s nature and personality 



You know it is 
your swadharma 
when you work 
from joy. And not 
for joy.

- Artist S.Z Raza at his 
work in his studio
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The balanced life of flow + interconnection

Finding a single sweet spot that fulfils all the circles is rare.

Another way to look at a life of swadharma is distributing one’s TIME to fulfil each 
element of the Ikigai quadrant.

One needs to figure out which circles coincide
for them and which ones to balance separately.

But the responsibility of fulfilling all the circles 
is one’s OWN.



Choosing what's aligned to your nature, strengths 
and what is valued by others helps us to find our 

right work.
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What is the work I want to do? 

What is the work I am doing?

 What is my role?
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What is my role?

Whom do I serve in this role?

What is expected from me?
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My role needs me to serve others, 
whether internal or external to my organisation.
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Work is inter-related to others. 

Working with and creating value for others, in 
line with one’s nature and strengths, is what 

creates meaning.
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I slept and dreamt that life was joy. I 
awoke and saw that life was service. I 
acted and behold, service was joy.

- Rabindranath Tagore.

-
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Session Synthesis.
● Knowing our nature is key to grow and actualize one’s true 

potential. Knowing yourself also happens through interaction with 
others. Their review of ourselves helps us become aware of our 
blindspots and expand our understanding of ourselves 
progressively

● Choosing what's aligned to your nature, strengths and what is 
valued by others helps us to find our right work. 

● Work is inter-related to others. Working with and creating value for 
others is what creates meaning.



What emerged for me today is…

My commitments for the week are...
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Next Week...

Day 4 - Managing Oneself in one's roles

● Managing oneself and Managing time
● Understanding my role and competencies



Curations - Required Learning Resources.

Strengths-Based Leadership - Book Summary- Gallup

Assessment- Exploring my mindfulness 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13X0V5-H3m_HEYOu-92QCSXzZNG1aC7ZT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aCvl60JHf55F8xuli10-Sue5tYPyhHTN/view?usp=sharing


Post Session - Work.

● C5Q on commitments for the week on project

● Project: Identifying Purpose and value of my projects
○ Why is this important to me? Why do I want to do it?
○ For whom/ who is driving me to do it?
○ What kinds of qualities do I have that can help me?
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Walking mindfully.

Every step is enjoyable. Every step 
helps you touch the wonders of life. 

Every step is joy.

- Thich Nhat Hanh

Practice of Silence
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Feedback.
Please share here.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeqgdk6ZMmMsFAsGcm7-IwUI2P419W5UQrHITSKMDJ8PzzYqg/viewform?usp=sf_link


Thank You Leaders.
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